The Chaos in my Head

Sophia Kreide

Preparation: Must have 5 percussion + 4 very noisy handheld percussion instruments + 1 bass drum.
- Must have another group of 4 vocalists
- Must have 1 violinist + 1 flautist or clarinetist

Piece: For 1st minute of piece, bang on percussion in a chaotic fashion.
- Singers: For 1st minute of piece, exclaim "I'm late!" "Where did I put it?" "I didn't write it down!" "When is rehearsal?!" "I totally forgot!!!" "It left already!!" at intervals to be determined by the performer. Must sound chaotic.
- For second minute of piece, the violin + woodwind instrument play soft and tender notes; the lengths + pitches will be left to the performer. The notes must be beautiful.